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Terry Buck:  Chairman, Team Manager 65+ 
Peter Osborne:  Secretary, Joint Team Manager 60+ 
Gary Murphy:  Kit Manager, Joint Team Manager 50+, 60+ 
Mark Elnaugh:  Treasurer, Joint Team Manager 50+ 
Chris Jullings:  Social Secretary 
Bob Willis:  Committee Member 
Gerry Howard: Welfare Officer 
 
CHELMSFORD CITY WALKING FOOTBALL CLUB NEWSLETTER, No.16              
  

NOV 2018 
Welcome to Newsletter No16. 
 
Thanks for the positive feedback on the September newsletter!! 
 
In this edition we continue with our ‘Player Profile’, ‘Chris’ Corner’ and ‘Footie Quiz’ features and add a new feature 
called ‘ I’m knackered is there a doctor in the house’. We also feature the 2018 final Essex League tables and fair play 
leagues. 
 
As always I hope you enjoy the read. 
 
 
 
FORTHCOMING FIXTURES FOR YOUR DIARY 
 

DATE VENUE TIME EVENT VERSUS 
Tuesday 13th 
November 

Melbourne 3G  Club mini 
tournament 

Various 

Monday 26th 
November 

Melbourne 3G  League Cup – in 
aid of Prostrate 
Cancer 

Various 

Tuesday 11th 
December 

Melbourne 3G  Club mini 
tournament 

Various 

 
 
Unless otherwise advised please arrive at the venue at least 30 minutes prior to kick-off to allow for registration, changing 
etc. In the event that you are unable to play in any match that you have been selected for, please make sure you notify 
your team manager without delay. Referees are instructed that anyone not wearing shin-pads will not be allowed to play.  
As always, please check on our website http://www.chelmsfordcityfc.com/teams/136556 for further information on the 
above fixtures. 
.  
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RECENT MATCHES 
 
Wednesday 3rd October EWFL o65’ 
 
 

 
 
 
Chelmsford Clarets 1 v Southend 0 
 
Clarets dominated the first half with some fine flowing moves with Jim and George feeding Kevan and Brian via Terry 
in midfield. A fine strike from Kevan was all the Clarets had to show for several efforts on the Southend goal.  
 
A momentary lapse in concentration allowed the opponent’s front man through on goal unopposed, but his low drive was 
well saved by Geoff at his right hand post. The second period followed a similar pattern but again Chelmsford could not 
find form in front of goal.  
 
Terry was sin-binned for a foul in front of the Claret’s’ goal, but Southend could not capitalise from the resulting free 
kick. Three points on the board, a good start to the day! 
 
Chelmsford Clarets 0 v Little Oakley 0 
 
This was expected to be a sterner test from the runaway league leaders and Oakley gave notice with a shot on the Clarets’ 
goal straight from the kick-off. No problem for Geoff in goal.  
 
As anticipated, Clarets were under the cosh during the opening exchanges, but John and Jim in defence, ably reinforced 
by Colin were able to break up the attacks. Clarets survived the initial onslaught and began to establish their own threat. 
Kevan and Brian linked up well and the latter worked the keeper with a thunderbolt near the end of the first period. 
 
Clarets started the second half strongly with a great effort from Colin just clearing the opponent’s crossbar, and another 
stinger from Brian. The game became a stalemate with both sides cancelling each other out, resorting to long-range shots 
on goal. At the outset a 0-0 draw would have been seen as a good result against this opposition. Another good performance 
from the Clarets. 
 
Chelmsford Clarets 0 v Grays 1 
 
Having narrowly beaten the same team the previous week, and looking to leapfrog them in the league, Chelmsford could 
expect a close and physical contest. An end-to-end game quickly developed with Clarets having the better of the goal 
bound opportunities. Great shots from Terry and Colin brought the best out of the opposition’s keeper.  
 
Clarets had to close ranks when Terry was sin-binned for running, however Grays could not penetrate the solid defence 
put up by Ian, John, and George. This shorthanded period saw Clarets best move of the half with brilliant link up between 
Colin and George, the latter shooting fractionally wide. 
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The second period could not have started worse with Terry again in the sin-bin, closely followed by a lapse in the 
otherwise solid defence conceding a soft goal to the opposition. Things seemed to be going from bad to worse when John 
also received a 2-minute dismissal for a tackle. 
 
To the Clarets’ credit the setbacks galvanised them into a revival, and they unleashed a constant barrage on the opponent’s 
goal for the remainder of the game. Free kick after free kicks were repelled by a packed Grays defence, and a glorious 
chip by Brian over the diving keeper just floated over the crossbar. An unlucky defeat against the run of play.  
 
 
Chelmsford Clarets 0 v Eastwood Falcons 1 
 
Matches against this opposition never fail to bring out the best in the Clarets - until today! A dour midfield battle ensued 
with little scoring opportunities for either side. An early blue card for Colin didn’t help. Clarets were by now looking a 
bit weary and a loss of concentration allowed an unmarked Eastwood forward through to give Geoff no chance.  
 
Colin fizzed another superb strike just wide towards the end to provide the only highlight of the half for Clarets. 
The second half was a bit livelier as Chelmsford pushed for the equaliser, but further disappointment was in store as a 
goal from a quickly taken free kick was disallowed. Another super strike from Colin brought no reward, and just about 
summed up the match. One to forget! 
 
Chelmsford Clarets 0 v Dagenham & Redbridge 0 
 
Despite the previous disappointments Clarets set about this game in fine style with some great passing football, however 
time after time the final ball was lacking. The pattern of previous games was being repeated – plenty of efforts on goal 
either just wide or not troubling the goalie.  
 
There was certainly no lack of effort with everyone trying to create openings, particularly Colin who seemed to be 
everywhere, but again the ‘goal fairy’ was out to lunch! 0-0 was extremely flattering to the opposition. 
 
Saturday 13h September – EWFL o50’ 
 

 
 
Chelmsford went into the last round of league matches knowing that they were not one of the five teams who could win 
the league However, with our strongest squad of the season so far we knew we could have a big influence on the league 
title. 
 
Chelmsford Clarets 0 v Leyton Orient 0  
 
This was a warm up friendly and having lost a tight league match to Orient at Eastwood the team did extremely well to 
grind out a 0 -0 draw, with Clarets in control for much of the game. 
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Chelmsford City 1 v Eastwood Falcons 0 
 
This was going to be a tough game. After soaking up early Eastwood pressure Bill Sedgwick scored an absolute 
screamer of a goal. Game management then became the order of the day, patiently keeping control and distributing the 
ball intelligently. Chris had a fine game in goal and saved his team on the few occasions Eastwood broke down the 
defensive cordon. An excellent win against the eventual league runners up. 
 
Chelmsford City 1 v Grays 1 
 
Clarets had gained in confidence from the win over Eastwood. Ray gave us an early lead and then Grays had a player 
sent off. Clarets became too relaxed and lost their intensity. In the previous game Clarets had kept it simple but 
suddenly the passes were becoming more complex and defenders were pushing too far forward. The result was a 
breakaway goal for Grays and a 1 -1 draw. This was definitely 2 points given away! 
 
Chelmsford Clarets 0 v Clacton 0 
 
Clacton were in contention to win the league and 3 points from this game would have given it to them. By now the 
Clarets were in no mood to roll over to anyone. A fine display by Chris in goal kept them out and Clarets played some  
very good football to match Clacton man for man. Although the result was a draw, Clarets came off the pitch with an 
outstanding footballing victory and Clacton were visibly dejected. 
 
 
Wednesday 16h September – EWFL o65’ 
 

 
 
Chelmsford City 1 v Eastwood 2 
 
Not the opener the Clarets would have chosen, but the lads gave as good as they got in the early exchanges. Clarets put 
together some good passes. Dennis came close to force a good save from the opponents’ keeper but Clarets could not 
capitalise on the resulting corner. 
 
An underweight back pass from Terry left Chris exposed and Eastwood took their chance to score. Dennis again worked 
the keeper with a fierce drive then Eastwood were very nearly in again after Bill and Lance collided in front of Clarets’ 
goal. Fortunately Chris was able to close down the attacker and the shot went just wide. 
  
Play continued to swing back and forth until a lovely long ball from Chris found Terry who with some very neat footwork 
created space and planted a low shot into the corner of the net. 1– 1 was looking like a fair result at that stage, however 
Clarets switched off momentarily allowing Eastwood to grab the winner. 
 
Chelmsford City 1 v Grays 0 
 
Clarets came out of the blocks determined to get a result from this one. They dominated possession from the kick-off and 
were rewarded with an early penalty for encroachment in the goal area by a Grays’ defender. Dennis slotted the ball home 
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for 1-0. 
 
Brian and Dennis had a barrage of shots on the Grays goal throughout the opening period, but amazingly could not add 
to the score. The Clarets’ midfield and defence was in control for long periods giving Chris little to do. He was again the 
provider of a sweet pass this time to Dennis, who jinked his way through the defence before planting a curling drive into 
the top corner of the net. 
 
This was however followed by a tense few minutes where Clarets seemed to lose concentration and the opposition began 
to threaten. Fortunately Clarets were able to see the game out with a very satisfying outcome. Perhaps just as satisfying, 
was the way in which the team worked together to produce one of the best performances of the season one which lifted 
Clarets off the bottom of the league. A well deserved 2-0 win. 
 
 
Chelmsford City 0 v Southend 0 
 
A largely forgettable encounter with neither team imposing themselves. Southend had slightly the better of the attacking 
opportunities but Chris was largely untroubled. The highlight for the Clarets was a drive from Billy from a tight angle, 
which hit the side netting. Perhaps resting both of the main strikers for this game was a mistake but the team commitment 
was evident throughout.  
 
Chelmsford City 0 v Dagenham & Redbridge 0 
 
Here again Clarets got straight down to business with a flurry of attacks on the opponent’s goal with fine efforts by Dennis 
and Brian blocked unconvincingly by the keeper. An early penalty to the Clarets gave Dennis the chance to open the 
scoring. It was not to be however as his well-placed shot was ruled out thanks to a bizarre refereeing decision that the ball 
was not located on the spot – a 4-inch diameter rubber disc! The retaken “spot” kick unfortunately sailed over the bar.  
 
Clarets continued to press with Brian and Dennis both hitting the woodwork. Clarets continued to dominate, with the 
opposition being restricted to a few long-range efforts that were more a threat to low flying aircraft than Chris’s goal. 
They were however left to rue the penalty miss. 
 
Chelmsford City 0 v Little Oakley 1 
 
Probably the best time to play this opposition late in the tournament with them having already won the league! Oakley 
were in no mood to take their foot off the gas and an early long range shot on Chris’s goal gave notice of their intent.  
 
Clarets fielded a solid team to thwart the opponent rather than take the game to them, however Jim was unlucky to see 
his low drive turned aside for a corner after a lovely passing move. Dennis suffered similar disappointment with a great 
effort hitting the side netting. 
 
The game became one of solid defence by Clarets, with the man marking particularly pleasing and Oakley pressing 
without being able to create clear opportunities. Unfortunately, a rare slip by the otherwise excellent Chris left him one 
on one with a lone forward, who couldn’t miss from close range. A disappointing 1-0 defeat against the champions. 
 
 
Wednesday 30th September – EWFL o60’ 
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Clarets o60’ 
 
Chelmsford Clarets 5 v Southend Reds 0  
 
Clarets started off well and by half time we were 3-0 up, with a hat trick for Terry (it's been a long time coming!). 
Spencer then came on and slotted another 2 well taken goals.  We did have most of the play and Mike with his first 
outing for the Clarets fitted in well. David and Jim were a brick wall at the back, giving Mark very little to do.  Colin 
had his 2nd outing for the team and played well in midfield.  A well deserved 5-0 win. 
 
Chelmsford Clarets 0 v Chelmsford Blues 0 
 
This was the crunch game of the day. The Blues had ground out a 0-0 result earlier in the season and were fired up to go 
one better. This was the most entertaining match of the day.  Both teams had quite a bit of the ball.  
 
Peter hit the post twice, Jim’s shot hit the side netting, Dennis had some fancy foot moves for the Blues and hit the net, 
but it was disallowed for running.  Mike hit a left foot screamer over the bar after one of Spencer’s shots was saved by 
Bill AGAIN!!  Spencer hit side netting; the bar, the post and that pesky keeper kept saving! Chris was secure at the back 
and did just enough to stop Spencer scoring; another screamer by Spencer this time over the bar, but the performance of 
the day was an outstanding display by Bill Sedgwick in goal for Blues.   
 
Chelmsford Clarets 5 v Dagenham and Redbridge 0  
 
Dagenham were stretched as they were a bit short of players and they have now lost their keeper Chris.  It started 
bizarrely with Spencer getting the ball stuck between his legs when he turned, he tripped then the ball hit his heal 
towards the goal, the keeper went the wrong way and the ball bobbled in off the post.  Spencer was very apologetic, but 
they all count!  Terry then slotted one in, a left footer tin he top right corner after a great pass from Spencer. The team 
thought both Peter got 2 and Spencer got his hat trick, but the ref said it was only 5-0 (hey ho!)  
 
Chelmsford Clarets 3 v Concord Rangers Blues 0  
 
Concorde proved to be a tricky team and moved the ball around well using their big man in midfield.  Mike was 
working our midfield well and put a lovely ball straight through the middle that Terry finished with a toe punt. David 
and Jim were solid at the back as usual, and Colin was everywhere.  Both Peter and Spencer worked well up front in 
second half and got another one each.  Peter also hit the post again near the end.  Mark saved quite a few near the end 
and kept a clean sheet for the day finishing a great team performance for the day. 
 
 

 
 
 
Blues o60’ 
 
Chelmsford Blues 0 – Chelmsford Clarets 0 
 
See the report above. 
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Chelmsford Blues 0 v Southend Blacks 0 
 
This was always going to be a tough game against the 3rd placed team. Bill H and Chris were very solid at the back, 
whilst Denis and Kevan were lively upfront but couldn’t find the net. Bill S continued to be very safe hands in goal. 
Terry worked well down the left. Southend came strong towards the end but the Blues defence remained solid. Another 
very good point for the Blues. 
 
Chelmsford Blues 0 v Leyton Orient 0 
 
Leyton Orient were the 4th placed side and well organised. The Blues went into this game with great confidence and 
soon settled to the task. Chris and Bill continued to be solid in defence giving no way through with some very physical 
tussles. The Blues created some great chances but again were unable to get the ball in the net. Bill S remained lively in 
goal with some great distribution. Sadly only a point for the Blues who were going from strength to strength.  
 
Chelmsford Blues 0 v Southend Red 0 
 
On paper this should have been the easiest game of the day against bottom of the table Southend Reds. The Blues were 
inventive and tore Southend apart time and again, but some clumsy play by Southend and poor finishing by the Blues 
meant this was an extremely frustrating game. On a positive note the Blues were unbeaten on the day and didn’t 
concede a goal, largely thanks to some outstanding goalkeeping from Bill S 
 
Season round up  
 
Final 2018 league positions 
 

                                                                                                                                                   
 
 

   
Clarets Essex League o60' champions 
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Fair play league 
 
The ‘fair play’ league is based on points awarded by the referee in each game.  
 
As you can see the margins between most teams is quite small. 
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OTHER NEWS  
 
 
Social activities 
 

 

 
 
The ‘quiz & celebration of our year’ evening was attended by 70 people – great support! 
 
The evening was a mix of fish & chips, a quiz, spot the ball, goal of the season and a celebratory look back at the club 
year. 
 
We also ran a raffle, with the proceeds of £200 being donated to the Prostrate Cancer Fund. 
 
A big thank you to Chelmsford City for letting us have the lounge for free and to all of our club members who donated 
raffle prizes. I would also like to thanks Mark & Bob for their help and great contributions on the night. 
 

 
 
Peter’ goal was voted ‘goal of the season’, but Peter was quick to add that it was a great team goal! 
 
 
Medical Emergency Action Plan 
 
Gerry Howard has done a fantastic job on researching and producing the Medical Emergency Action Plan. 
 
The plan provides guidance to our players and visitors on what to do in the event of potentially life threatening injuries 
or illness. Gerry has recently sent out details of the plan to every club member. 
  
As club members we have a duty of care both to ourselves and the club to be responsible for our own wellbeing.  
 
Please acknowledge (to Gerry) by email that you have read the documents and let him have your feedback.  
 
Please let Gerry have your constructive comments if you see scope for further improvements in the plan. 
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PLAYER PROFILE 
 
In this edition we profile Jim Prophet. 
 
Born 1950, Barking.  
 

 
 
 
Jim left school at 16 and served a 4-year apprenticeship with the Central Electricity Generating Board in a power station 
working as a mechanical fitter. Never one to beat about the bush Jim finished his apprenticeship on a Friday and duly 
resigned. To say the CEGB were a bit miffed might be an understatement! 
 
The reason Jim resigned was because of his passion to join the Merchant Navy as an Engineering Officer. 
 
Jim sailed on tankers, bulk carriers and general cargo ships. He had responsibility for keeping small outboard motors 
running as you can see pictured below!! I bet that was some oilcan! 
 

 
 
Jim had a few hairy moments at sea (and we are not talking about the Woolwich Ferry here). One of his worse 
experiences was when a 90-foot wave hit the ship. The size of the ship meant it was like sitting on top of an 8-storey 
block of flats pitching 20 degrees in both directions. The seas were so bad that about an hour after all this was 
happening they received an SOS from a Polish freighter that had been hit by the same wave and had broken in two. 
 
After leaving the navy Jim joined Thames Water where he worked for 37 years as a Process Control Engineer, but he 
remained a Royal Navy Reservist. 
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Well that’s a bit about Jim’ working life but what about his sporting prowess? 
 
Jim represented Eastbury Comprehensive School at football, rugby, cricket and gymnastics. He also swam for Barking 
(I’m surprised he didn’t get a community order for barking, its pretty anti social!!). 
 
Jim played Sunday league standard football, playing for Queensland (with Geoff Stockley who he had gone to school 
with), Thames View, HB Wanderers and a team called East Ham Arcadians. He won several league and cup medals and 
was player of the year several times.  
 

 
 
Jim played with Geoff Stockley both at school and Sunday morning football. 
 
Jim played in several memorable matches; one that particularly sticks in his mind was when playing East Ham 
Arcadians Reserves. They were at the lower end of the South East Essex Thursday division 3.  
 
They were drawn in the cup to the team that was top of division one and also top of their Saturday league. They had not 
lost a game all season. It was played at the Post Office ground at Hainault.  
 
Apparently it was absolutely lashing it down when they kicked off. After less than two minutes the East Ham 
goalkeeper made a horrendous mistake (the sort of thing you see in CCWF training all the time!) and they were a goal 
down. The lads were bracing themselves for a cricket score.  
 
Gradually East Ham managed to get into the game and got to half time just the one goal down. After about 10 minutes 
into the second half they managed to score. They were battling hard and with about 3 minutes to go, and with everyone 
dreading extra time, the East Ham centre forward broke through and was brought down by their keeper.  
 
Nobody stood up to take the penalty, so their youngest player said he would take it. He casually strode up and tucked it 
away. Jim says it was one of the few times in his life that he has run round I like a headless chicken celebrating a goal. 
 
There was another occasion when Jim remembers having to go in goal and making a world class save goal. Apparently 
a cross came over and one of the opponents crashed a header right into the top left hand corner. Jim sprung (really Jim?) 
and tipped the ball over the bar. He fell into the mud and he got up everyone all of his teammates and a few on their side 
were clapping. Oh Jim the days when you used to get clapped!!  
 
Jim played Sunday league football until the age of 53 and had the pleasure of playing with both of his sons (I can see 
now why it’s blinking difficult getting past him!).  Jim also has the distinction of having played football on 5 of the 7 
continents in the world (just missing Oceania and Antarctica – frankly I can imagine a lot of games getting postponed in 
the Antarctic!!!!). 
 
Jim is a great West Ham supporter and I asked him what his most memorable game was (he thought and thought and 
thought ……… only joking) and felt the best two games he had watched was Eintracht Frankfurt in the semi final of 
The European Cup Winners Cup. West Ham won 3-1(it was the one and only time he saw his dad jumping up and down 
at a football match.) The second game was the FA Cup semi final replay against Everton at Elland Road, West Ham 
won 2-1 getting the winner 28th minute of extra time after Everton had equalised 2 minutes before. Jim thinks it was the 
best atmosphere he has ever experienced at a game (after the CC Clarets v CC Blues obviously!). West Ham went on of 
course to beat Arsenal 1-0 in the final. 
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I asked Jim if he had bumped into anyone famous on his extensive travels. Apparently he once had diner with Vincent 
Price, Sam Waterston, Ian McShane, Donald Pleasance and Stanley Holloway. They were making a film named 
"Journey into Fear" and were doing some shoots on the ship that Jim was on at anchor at Vancouver.  
 
Jim has been married to his wife Margaret for 41 years this year. They have 4 children, 2 boys and 2 girls and 6 
grandchildren.  
 
Jim’ ambition is to represent CCWFC in the over 70s competition. We’ll all drink to that!!! 
 
Next month’ player profile: Bob Willis 
 
FOOTIE QUIZ 
 
Another chance to test you footie knowledge. The answers are at the very end of the newsletter  (no cheating and taking 
a peak before you get started!!! 
 
1. Which English club went 32 consecutive league games without a win in both the Premier League and Championship 
between September 2007 and September 2008? 
 
2. Westfalenstadion, presently called Signal Iduna Park for sponsorship reasons, is a football stadium in which 
European city? 
 
3.  Strange one this but why did India withdraw from the World Cup in 1950? 
 
4. Which Lancashire football club played their debut Premiership season in 2005/6? 
 
5. Which English footballer signed for Bari from Aston Villa in July 1991? 
 
6. Which Scottish manager was in charge of Arsenal prior to the appointment of Arsne Wenger in 1997? 
 
7. Fleetwood Town F.C have a fishy nickname what is it? 
 
8. Who replaced Steve McClaren at Middlesborough when he became England boss? 
 
9. What was Sheffield United’s Brian Dean the first to do? 

 
10. The Republic of Ireland amazingly reached the quarter final of the 1990 World Cup without doing what? 
 
I’M KNACKERED IS THERE A DOCTOR IN THE HOUSE ?– recommendations for sport injuries help 
 
This is a new addition where club members recommend people they have successfully used to help them get  
over sports injuries and niggles.  
 
Sam Robinson (Sports injuries /rehabilitation) 
 
3 Navigation Road, (at the back of Runactive) 
Chelmsford,  
CM2 6HX 
07587054854 
 
Recommended by Spence; Chris J; Paul; Steve 
 
Paul Irvine (Chiropractor) 
 
Complete Chiropractic  
88 Broomfield Road  
Chelmsford  
CM11SS 
01245358742 
 
Recommended by Tony E 
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CHRIS’ CORNER 
 
For some reason this month I got thinking about great comebacks. Not the ‘1-0 down to the blues at training only to 
emerge 2-1 winners after Chas toe pokes a couple of crackers’ comeback. No I mean seriously unbelievable comebacks.  
 
There was Lasse Viren in 1972, who you will remember got up after falling in the 10000km to win in a world record 
time. In cricket there was Hampshire bowled out for 15 (yep not a miss print) by Yorkshire, they came back to win by 
155 runs! There probably isn’t one of us that doesn’t remember Dennis Taylor losing the first 7 frames to Steve Davis at 
the Crucible only to get back to 17 -17 and famously win the deciding frame. 
 
But what football match appears in the top ten sporting comebacks of all time? There are a lot to choose from and I’m 
sure we all have our own choice, but the answer is Charlton Athletic v Huddersfield Town (and I was there). 
 
Perhaps it’s worth a few words about my beloved Charlton before sharing more about the game. 
 
Charlton were borne out of the decision for the Woolwich Arsenal to move to Highbury. The club formed on my 
birthday in June 1905 (no I wasn’t around then!!) and joined the football league in 1921. In the 1930’ they went from 
the 3rd Division South to runners up in the old First Division in successive seasons. 
 
As we know the 1930’ was a time of great economic hardship. My grandparents took in lodgers to make ends meet, the 
lodgers were Charlton footballers. A strong family bond developed with the club (in fact we have had 5 generations 
watching Charlton since 1928 – over 90 years). My Dad took me to the Valley with my grandfather, uncles and cousins 
in tow; we always stood in exactly the same place. I remember shouts of ‘peeeeeenuts’ and ‘programmes’  
 
One of the early games I went to was Charlton v Huddersfield. I don’t remember it, which is a shame because it is in the 
top 10 sporting comebacks of all time and made it into the top 10 football games of the century. 
 
I will relay the match as if I knew what was going on, but of course I’m sharing what I’ve been told and read rather than 
my graphic memory of being there. 
 
It was a chilly and wet December afternoon in 1957. There were 12535 faithful fans dotted around the 70000 capacity 
Valley for this Second Division clash.  
 
The match started unremarkably, then Charlton lost their captain Derek Ufton after 17 mins through injury. Charlton 
played on with 10 men (as in those days there were no subs!!). Charlton went in at half time 0-2 down, fairly reasonable 
in the circumstances. The second half started badly, by the 63rd minute Charlton were 1-5 down. 
 
What happened next defies belief.  
 
Johnny Summers (a left winger) who had scored Charlton’ goal in the 47th minute then scored 4 more goals (a total of 5 
goals in 18 minutes) and Charlton were leading 6-5 (thanks to Johnny Ryan scoring for Charlton as well) .As if this 
wasn’t enough, Huddersfield then scored in the 86th minute to level it at 6-6. I don’t remember any of this!!! At 6-6 
12535 ecstatic fans (well 12534 – I don’t remember being ecstatic) hoped that there was a Father Christmas and there 
was. 
 
In the 89th minute Johnny Summers put over a final cross and Johnny Ryan put it away for a famous 7-6 victory after 
being 1-5 down with 27 minutes to play. 
 
Apparently Johnny Summers played the first half in boots that had seen better days and he had been persuaded to 
change them for a new pair at half time – good move!! 
 
This is the only game in the history of the Football League where a team has scored 6 goals and lost. 
 
On that note you might think that it was curtains for the Huddersfield manager, destined to land in the footie dustbin of 
folks that never quite made it ……….. the Hudderfield manager that day was Bill Shankly, who of course went on to 
win 3 First Division titles; 2 FA Cups, 4 Charity Shields and the UEFA Cup. 
 
Charlton went on to miss out on promotion to Blackburn who beat them 4-3 at the Valley in the final game of the 
season (a point would have clinched it!) – what happened to Father Christmas!! 
 
So what’s the learning from all of this for us playing walking footie? 
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Well even when the odds look to be stacked against you keeping going, it’s just possible Spence will get drafted into 
your team at half time. 
 
Chuck out the boots that are falling apart, get new ones and magically score 5 goals. 
 
Have faith in your team manager; they could still go on to achieve great things (only joking lads!) 
 
When you are not playing as well as you would like to sometimes it pays to be there but not remember!! 
 
On a serious note, there have been times this season (whether in training or league games) where the challenge has 
looked too great, but folks have dug in and got something from a game. We may not always win but I sense the spirit 
of believing in ourselves is alive and well! 
 
 
 
Chris Jullings 
chris.jullings1@btinternet.com 
07850 725691 
 
 
USEFUL LINKS 
Walking Football United:     http://www.walkingfootballunited.co.uk/ 
Chelmsford City Walking FC:    http://www.chelmsfordcityfc.com/teams/136556 
Essex Walking Football League:  https://www.essexwalkingfootballleague.org/ 
Chelmsford City FC:    http://www.chelmsfordcityfc.com/ 
 
 
 
Answers to the Footie Quiz 
 
1. Derby County 
 
2. Dortmund 
 
3. They were not allowed to play barefoot 
 
4. Wigan Athletic 
 
5. David Platt 
 
6. Bruce Rioch 
 
7. The Cod Army 
 
8. Gareth Southgate 
 
9. Scored the first ever Premier League goal 
 
10. Winning a match 
 
 
 


